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In the late hours of Monday 26th of October 2040, a dramatic event occurred; treacherous 

floods poured down causing immense damage upon the city. 

Floods of Norwich 

On the night of Monday 26th in the 

city of Norwich. After months and 

months of horrendous, distressing 

flooding – as a result of the 

tremendous cause of climate change 

–the intimidating flooding force last 

Monday  . As a result, residents of 

Norwich swiftly charged to the docks 

where the boats were. However 

mayhem took place when it quickly 

became certain that the boats 

leaving Norwich, didn’t have the 

capability for everybody. As a result, 

this meant that numerous children 

and adults were being left behind; 

this lead to thousands of local 

residents fighting over countless 

amounts of boats and getting to 

protection. Zoe described it as the 

worst moments of her life. She was 

the one who was left behind. 

Norwich resident John Keating , who 

lived next door to Zoe and her family, 

said “None of us have seen them and 

all I want is for them to be re-united, 

”he replied with commitment . 

The story so far  

After her parents fled from the city 

of Norwich, Zoe  had to focus her 

mind on finding her parents but first 

finding safety. Deep in the city, 

there was a wooden shed ,it has 

been reported that the juvenile girl 

found a primeval boat-which on it 

was the words `Lyca` which aloud 

her to row across the North Sea, 

willingly searching for her missing 

family; persistence to find them. Zoe 

told us directly that she has been 

asking local residents if they have 

seen parents/family. She says that 

she has spent the last 72 hours -3 

days- looking for any knowledge 

about their whereabouts and asking 

locals bout them. “I have actually 

tried everything I can do in my 

power to find them. Nobody knows 

anything  and I am terrified I won’t 

ever see them again .”In addition 

Inspector David says, “I’m doing 

everything in my strength to find 

them but no luck!” 

What can you do to support? 

If you have any information about 

Zoe’s parents please do contact 

her and the Norwich police station. 

The number is 911 quoting case 

number 232as a matter of 

urgency. According to our sources 

no place have been reported so far 

. 

 What is happening now? 

Until now, Mrs and Mr Wilson 

have not been seen or found. 

Havoc has filled the air for the 

young girl Zoe and great anxiety: 

she has been traumatized maybe 

for the rest of her life. The 

authorities are doing everything 

they can so they know where they 

are. 

Above Eels Island-where Zoe is 

living. 
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